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Remarks Made at the 1993
National Conference of Law

Reviews

by The Honorable James C. Hill*

First, I want to welcome all of you to Atlanta. This is one of the
world's great cities. It has a great and inspiring history. It has, I am
convinced, an even greater future.

It may well be that my credentials to extend this welcome are
somewhat tarnished. We moved a couple of years ago to Amelia Island
on the coast of Florida to enjoy senior status. That merely permits me
to have an objective view. I came to Atlanta and Emory Law School
from the old Army Air Force at the end of the war in 1945 and made
myself a part of this city for nearly half a century If the Deity should
unexpectedly permit me to start over, as many of you are starting, I
would head straight back here.

* Senior Judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. These
remarks were made on March 20, 1993, at the National Conference of Law Reviews in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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However, Ted Turner urges me to stay away! I lived through the long
years of losing major league sports. I left and-whammo-two World
Series appearances. I suppose I could threaten to come back unless I
received substantial payment, but I am afraid that is given a nasty
name like "blackmail," leading to impeachment or some other discomfort.

An Atlantan speaking to a group anywhere is obliged to tell at least
one story. You see, for decades Atlanta industrial pirates, as vicious as
any who ever slit a throat or scuttled a ship, have been abroad in the
land stealing industrial, financial, and commercial institutions for
relocation here. It is thought that this effort ought to be masked, or at
least disguised.

So the "redneck" or "Georgia cracker" image was resurrected and
proclaimed. One could not be afraid of industrial piracy by him. Who
could take seriously a funny looking, bewhiskered little guy, cradling an
oversized shotgun in his arms muttering, "Surrender, Hell!" To insure
the preservation of this image, the Chamber of Commerce requires us to
include one story from the Civil War or War Between the States or the
War of Northern Aggression or as some dear ladies in Charleston say:
"The Recent Unpleasantness."

One particular Confederate veteran in Atlanta gave the occupation
troops some hard times. This old veteran would sit whittling under the
sheltering canopy of a general store located near a headquarters building
down by Marietta Street. As the federal troops came by going into and
out of the headquarters building to do their work, this fellow would call
out, "Well, you Yankees may have won the war, but we sure did beat the
hell out of you at Chickamauga!"

Every time they came in or every time they came out, passing by they
would be taunted with this same refrain: "Well, you Yankees may have
won the war, but we sure did beat the hell out of you at Chickamauga!"

After weeks and weeks of this, nerves were on edge. Finally, some of
the troops trumped up some charges against the veteran, hauled him
inside the headquarters building, and presented their charges to the
commanding general. After hearing what the troops had to say, the
general turned a grave and piercing eye upon our hero and said:

The evidence is overwhelming. I am going to find you guilty.
Furthermore, if you do not sign a pledge of allegiance to the United
States of America and its government right now, I am going to have to
ask these soldiers to take you out back and place you before a firing
squad.

The logic of the general's presentation got through to our hero rather
quickly, and he grabbed the first available pen with which he affixed his
signature to the oath of allegiance. The soldiers then rather unceremo-
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niously dumped him back out onto the street. One and all, they rejoiced,
for now he was "one of us" and could taunt the troops no further.

The next day, they came more happily to work. As they passed the
veteran sitting there in front of the general store, he looked up and said,
"Well, fellows, we won the war all right. But them damn rebels sure did
beat the hell out of us at Chickamauga, didn't they?"

His descendants are good broken-field runners at Georgia or Georgia
Tech, good trial lawyers, or both.

I have attended, and on some occasions spoken to, gatherings of the
American College of Trial Lawyers, the American Law Institute,
American Bar Association, and other such groups. They are important.
It is an honor to be associated with them and to have spoken before
some of them. But yours may be the most significant. For the ones I
have named may represent the profession of the present, but yours may
well be the profession of the future.

I envy the prospect you have of embarking on a career in the law. I
was introduced by a former chief justice of a great state supreme court.
I enjoy working on one of America's courts of appeal. As fledgling
lawyers, you might envy me. At first blush that might even seem
appropriate. But it is not. I will wager that I speak for Harold Hill as
well as myself when I say we envy you. If you could arrange for us to
stride across the stage at law school commencement this year, taking a
parchment or sheep skin degree from the dean, shaking his hand, and
stepping out into this profession, I would swap my judicial commission.
Of course, you will have to give me your youth in the bargain!

It is about our profession of the present, and of the future, that I wish
to speak for awhile. Yet, as I speak, you ought to be wary lest I mislead.

I am reminded of that old, old story about a bird dog. You remember
the bird dog story. Probably the finest bird dog in south Georgia was
named "Lawyer." Some people who hunted with Lawyer during the
preceding year were very anxious to have the services of that great dog
again when they returned to the plantation. They asked the master of
the hunt if they could have Lawyer, but he replied, "No, you do not want
him. He is no damn good!"

"What do you mean, no good?" they replied. "Lawyer is the best bird
dog we have ever seen."

'Well, that is where all the trouble came from," said the master of the
hunt. "At the end of last year, some of the fellows were so impressed
with Lawyer that they decided they would give him a different title, so
they started calling him 'Judge.' That old dog took to that name right
quickly, but ever since he has been called Judge, all he has been willing
to do is sit on his rear end and bark at the other dogs!"
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It may be that I am just given to barking at the other dogs. If so,
what I say should be taken with a grain of salt, if taken at all.
However, maybe I am in a position where I can view our profession
objectively, no longer too deep in the trees to see the forest. If so, what
I say may be of some value. You decide.

I have welcomed you to Atlanta. Permit me, also, on this twentieth
day of March, to welcome you to spring. At last it is here-officially,
anyway.

It is well that your assembly was not scheduled for last weekend.
That is when the weather went crazy. The blizzard-like snow and
hurricane winds, which closed highways and airports from Birming-
ham-indeed, Mobile-to Atlanta and all points northeast, reminded me
of the futility of all talk and no action. Everyone talks about the
weather, but no one does anything about it. For about twenty years,
everyone has been wringing hands and talking about the erosion of
professionalism in the practice of law. But we seldom suggest that
anything be done about it. Certainly, we seldom suggest that anything
uncomfortable be done about it.

At meetings of bar associations, someone routinely deplores the
transformation of our profession dedicated to service into a trade entered
upon for profit. Recently, the American Bar Association (ABA) faced the
problem and acted to solve it. The ABA employed a public relations
firm. I assume it will cure the problem by persuading the public there
is no problem. But there is! A public relations campaign is just a Band-
Aid pasted over a festering sore. We must treat our illness, and if
surgery is required, so be it.

I am persuaded that if the practice of law is to return to the status of
a profession in the great tradition, your generation of lawyers will have
to see it done. I will not use my time nor your patience to embark upon
a recitation of the shortcomings of lawyers which have been the subject
of so many discourses. I will only point to one or two symptoms
indicating that the practice of law has become a trade and is no longer
a profession.

About ten years ago, I asked a friend, a lawyer contemporary of mine
and a leading partner of a great law firm in Atlanta, about something
I had heard. I said that I had heard that if a person had a valid claim
for $10,000, and the debtor obstinately refused to pay or someone was
making an invalid claim against him for $10,000 which he wished to
resist, a lawyer must advise this person to make the best settlement he
could because it would cost him too much to retain counsel to assert or
resist the claim. My friend thought for a moment and said: "Jim, make
that $20,000 and you are right!"
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A lawyer in the grand tradition gave a talk some days ago. Here is
how he commenced: "How sad it is to hear myself say that after more
than forty years of making my own living practicing law, I would
hesitate to recommend the profession to my son."

Listen to this sentence from a letter I received from one of my former
law clerks, a dedicated and successful lawyer. She writes:

I will continue trying to solve my clients' problems and to vindicate
their rights. I must confess, however, my increasing disappointment
with the, way in which our adversarial system is functioning. I am
increasingly troubled with the message I must give clients when I tell
them how long the case may take and how much it may cost before a
resolution is reached.

I do not claim to be able to tell you what is happening. There are
some deep-seated misalignments in the provision of legal services. I do,
however, know this. Quite a long time ago, society decided to give to the
members of, our profession the exclusive right to counsel, advise, and
advocate in the administration of justice. All others were forbidden to
intrude upon that field of activity. Our profession received this exclusive
franchise simply because the people believed that the work would be
done better, more promptly, and more economically if lawyers were the
only ones entitled to work at it. This arrangement would best serve
society.

I can find nothing, however, that makes our exclusive franchise
mandatory. It is not carved in marble anywhere. It is not in the
Constitution. When Moses came down from Mt. Sinai, nothing was
written on the tablets saying, "Thou shalt not administer justice save
through a licensed lawyer." If an exclusive franchise no longer best
serves society, society can and, mark this, society will cancel it.

Listen around you. What do you hear? Read your own journals.
What do you find discussed, defined, and advocated? You find alternative
methods of 'dispute resolution.

You comfortably believe that "methods" is a reference to procedures
only. Watch it. Many feel that in the final expression of alternative
methods, society will be able, at last, to dispense with lawyers.

Once, society had the service of professionals who provided alternative
methods of dispute resolution. These professionals were called lawyers.
Professional lawyers, serving their clients, sought in every way to resolve
their problems without resort to litigation.

We had courthouses with courtrooms just as physicians had hospitals
with surgical amphitheaters, but the lawyer who rushed his or her client
into litigation was no better than the "knife-happy" doctor who made no
effort to address your physical problem conservatively, but rushed you
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under the knife. Deliver me from the knife-happy physician. Deliver my
profession from the suit-happy lawyers.

Well, you have heard the litany of complaints about us: the
breakdown of respect for each other as members of the same great
profession; the exploitation of clients' discomforts by useless and costly
discovery and other procedures; the perception of a client as a deposit of
mineral to be mined by the lawyer for the lawyer's wealth enhancement.
These are valid observations. We have, in less than a quarter of a
century, lost some of the fundamental fiber of a profession.

This is not to say that we are bad men and women. We do great work,
much of it for no pay, for no fee at all. We have rules of ethics which,
if obeyed, protect us and our clients from any improper impulses we may
have. Among the tradesmen of the world, I believe we rate right up
there with the best.

But we ought not be engaged in trade; we ought not measure ourselves
by the yardstick of tradesmen. If we cherish the franchise, we must be
professionals. I do not speak of professional athletes, professional
beauticians, professional auto mechanics, or professional salesmen. We
are of the three great professions: theology, law, and medicine. I see
through a mirror too darkly to evaluate theologians, but lawyers and
physicians are in need of rethinking-even rethinking some of the sacred
cows of our current practices.

I cannot tell you, with assurance, what needs to be done. I am not
sure enough to say that I recommend certain action. But I feel strongly
enough about a few things at least to suggest them.

I suggest the current practice of charging for legal services on the
basis of a predetermined amount of money for an hour of effort is
inconsistent with professionalism. As long as this practice is continued,
the practice of law defines itself as a trade--a trade not far removed
from that of a meat market where steaks, chops, and ground meat are
packaged in plastic wrap and displayed on a counter at so much a
pound.

Why do I suggest that this sacred cow of established rate hourly
billing is unprofessional? In my view, this change in billing has changed
the entire purpose of the practice of law. Once, we sought to calculate
the lodestone of the fee to reflect the lawyer's worth to the client. We
changed. Now our interest is in the client's worth to the lawyer!

Judge Elbert Tuttle, now senior judge of our court, once addressed
students at Emory Law School. At the end of his remarks, he said:

So, do not try to set a price on yourselves. Do not measure out your
professional services on an apothecaries' scale and say, "Only this for
so much." Do not debase yourselves by equating your souls to what
they will bring in the market. Do not be a miser, hoarding your talents
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and abilities and knowledge, either among yourselves or in your
dealings with clients, patients, students, or flock.

Rather be reckless and spendthrift, pouring out your talent to all to
whom it can be of service! Throw it away, waste it, and in the
spending it will be increased. Do not keep a watchful eye lest you slip,
and give away a little bit of what you might have sold. Like love,
talent is only useful in its expenditure, and it is never exhausted.
Certain it is that man must eat; so set what price you must on your
service. But never confuse the performance, which is great, with the
compensation, be it money, power, or fame, which is trivial'

While I suggest that lawyers abandon hourly billing, I cannot predict
that they Will. Hourly billing seems to produce higher incomes and
allows the firm to turn aside opportunities to serve if they do not present
good business. It protects the firm from being distracted into serving.

If, as I suggest, the present members of the bar are not likely to
change thi's financial practice, what is the point of further discussion?
There may be a point. If we cannot change the practice, perhaps we can
think of departing from it. To that end, I speak of another of our sacred
cows.

I suggest that those determined upon a professional career ought to
establish a new association. I have been a member of the American Bar
Association for nearly forty-five years. I am proud of that. The ABA is
a good organization. However, I first became interested in this subject
reading ABA Journal articles on "the bottom line"-the profit figure on
the lawyer's profit and loss statement. I hope lawyers will earn good
livings. We need to attract the very best. However, I hope that some
will consign the dollar results to the penultimate line, with the bottom
line displaying the level of service provided to the public.

I assure you, lawyers received the rewards and good things of life
when they'served as professionals. In addition, they received something
else which one cannot buy. They got respect-their own and the
community's.

The American Bar Association very probably represents its members
quite well'. The members are any and all of those who have been
admitted to practice. What may be needed is a new association. The
new association would admit members based on their professional
characteristics. Those who accept membership would pledge to maintain
professional standards. We might call the organization the American
Professional Lawyers Association (APLA). Perhaps we could refer to
non-members as APT's (Admitted to Practice). A member of APLA could
display a designation to that effect, but the member's practice would be

1. Elbert Tuttle, Heroism in War and Peace, 13 EMORY U.Q. 138-39 (1957).
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circumscribed. For instance, there would be no pre-fixed, hourly billing.
Except in emergency situations, no client's cause would go to court until
the lawyers exhausted all reasonable means of resolving the dispute out
of court.

If the APLA member should institute formal discovery, the member
must be prepared to demonstrate that out-of-court efforts to obtain the
information were futile. The member should also show, under something
akin to a "probable cause" requirement, that the information sought is
material to the proceeding.

The word of an APLA member given to another member, an ATP, or
court would be a member's bond. Do you know that traditionally courts
did not swear in lawyers? The lawyer would merely say, "Your Honor,
I state in my place as an officer of this court that thus and so." This
equalled sworn testimony. Having been stated in such fashion by a
lawyer, it was not subject to question.

Also, an APLA lawyer would be receptive to retainer by clients of
moderate means contesting or requiring advice about matters of great
importance to the client but not so financially great as to command
unlimited fees! This professional could not discharge or avoid his
obligation to assist the less wealthy members of society by "punching in"
a minimum number of pro bono hours.

I could expand the list at some length. You could make good
suggestions. However, we cannot codify true professionalism. We must
not confer the designation "professional lawyer" merely because the
member of the bar "toes the line" on each of the characteristics and
practices on either my list or a much expanded one. A codification, such
as the Rules of Ethics, may define what we do. Professionalism
expresses who we are.

I remember a conversation I had with my friend, the late Right
Honorable Lord Justice Sir Sebag Shaw, a judge of the court of appeals
in London. We discussed some aspect of English law touching upon the
practice of law by barristers or solicitors. It seemed to me that, under
their law, practitioners might do something undesirable. Sir Sebag
brushed my concerns aside. When I persisted in my inquiry as to
whether or not the law's inadequacy left a dangerous practice unguard-
ed, Shaw gave the final response, "But James, it just isn't done!"

Perhaps the founders of APLA should commission a group of lawyers,
philosophers, historians, physicians, theologians, and others to research
the origins of professionalism and the characteristics of true profession-
als of their respective disciplines. Out of this might come a standard
image of a professional about whom one might say that wrongdoing 'just
isn't done." APLA would use this standard to review those at the bar
seeking APLA designation. Furthermore, it just might be that appli-
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cants to law schools would begin to demand a course of study leading to
a professional degree. APLA could examine law schools and certify some
for such a course.

The first inquiry would concern the school's investigation of the
character of applicants. A method should exist to determine whether the
prospective student understood and was genuinely anxious and willing
to take on the responsibilities of true professionalism. Perhaps, before
such an applicant could enter law school, the applicant would be
required to complete a course of study devoted entirely to the concept,
characteristics, duties, and responsibilities of a professional. I have no
doubt that such a prerequisite would be suitable to schools of theology
and medicine as well. Then the candidates could, under examination,
decide whether this calling was for them. Upon entering law studies,
such a student would embark on the "professional track;" the student's
law school days would be in the company of, but distinct from, students
merely seeking admission to the bar.

So, these are merely suggestions-perhaps the yapping of a barking
dog. Who knows? After you have been engaged in our calling for the
next forty-five years, there may be only a few scattered law schools
without APLA cetification. Maybe most law schools would not even offer
a degree leading simply to admission to practice. Perhaps, unable to
change the vast bar in America, professionals will, by departing from it,
slowly pull existing and new lawyers back into professionalism.

Oh! I must not forget one desirable characteristic- courtesy and good
manners. A courteous manner should be inborn and nearly automatic.
One must be courteous to fellow lawyers, co-counsel, and opponents, for
they were our brothers and sisters before we had a client! One must be
courteous to the courts for there are few other ways to show respect for
the institutions. This courtesy is not Caspar Milquetoast weakness; it
is strength.

If you doubt that courtesy is compatible with strong advocacy, I close
with one final illustration from the English bar: Sir Reginald, the
barrister, was arguing a matter before a judge who, throughout the
argument, Sat expressionless and very nearly immobile. His bewigged
head tilted slightly forward, and his pen made silent notes of the
argument. All at once, he put down his pen and looked up. Such
activity startled those in the room and the barrister fell silent. "But Sir
Reginald," the judge sputtered, "that is not the law." Without hesitation,
the barrister responded, "But of course it's not. I submit, however, that
it was before Your Lordship just spoke!" So I tell you what I have
suggested here is not nonsense even if it was before I just spoke!
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